
Binding-time Improvement andFold/Unfold TransformationColin RuncimanDepartment of Computer Science, University of YorkYork YO1 5DD, Englandcolin@minster.york.ac.ukAbstractBinding-time improvement (BTI) is an important preliminary stage inpartial evaluation. Some BTI rules can be automated, but the state ofthe art is that many improvements are still made \by hand" using anordinary text editor. Mechanically assisted fold/unfold transformationcould provide a more systematic framework for BTI.1 IntroductionIn Chapter 17 of their book[5] Jones et.al. stress the advantages of full automa-tion that partial evaluation o�ers over more general fold/unfold transformation.They remark:A recurring problem with [more general transformation] systems isincomplete automation, resulting in the need for a user to read (andevaluate the e�ciency of!) incompletely transformed programs.However, partial evaluation is not entirely free of such problems. The full po-tential of a partial evaluator usually cannot be realised by applying it to a pro-gram as originally written. Most partial evaluators work well only if programssupplied to them are �rst reformulated to maximise opportunities for staticcomputation. Modi�cation with this purpose is called binding-time improve-ment (BTI) and it can greatly enhance the performance of residual programs.As Chapter 12 of [5] explains, some rules for BTI can be automated withina partial evaluator itself. But many improvements are made \by hand" usingan ordinary text editor, guided by rules of thumb and the need to eliminateobserved de�ciencies in residual programs. This latter approach to BTI hasclear disadvantages:1. Because BTI usually involves making the program structure more com-plicated there is a risk that the function computed by a program will bechanged by mistake | perhaps in a subtle way that's hard to trace.2. Even if no such mistakes are made, the risk of making them may deter theprogrammer from attempting some of the more ambitious improvements.1



3. There is no systematic way of recording a series of changes; so there isnothing to help the programmer deriving alternative variants of the sameprogram, or making similar improvements in other programs.4. The programmer has \to read and evaluate incompletely transformed pro-grams" | the disappointing residual outputs of �rst attempts at partialevaluation.Fold/unfold program transformation [2, 6], carried out using an interactivesystem that checks and applies each step, is an \intermediate technology" be-tween text editing and fully automated program derivation. Using a fold/unfoldsystem for BTI could in principle avoid or reduce all the above-listed disadvan-tages of BTI by manual editing.1. Changing a program only by valid fold/unfold steps eliminates almost allrisk of unintentionally altering the function it computes. Safe transfor-mation of simple speci�cations into more complex derived programs waspart of the original motivation for fold/unfold.2. Use of mechanically applied transformations, with suitable support forexploratory working and recovery of earlier positions, could encouragerather than deter the programmer in their BTI work.3. Changes expressed using fold/unfold rules lend themselves to systematicrecord-keeping, and mechanical checkers can \replay" these records onrequest | perhaps with variations speci�ed by the programmer.4. Since partial evaluation is itself a specialised form of fold/unfold trans-formation, the programmer using fold/unfold for BTI has a means ofexploring the consequences of changes they make. They can anticipatethe later automated stages of transformation, exploring critical parts ofit by hand-driven tests.This paper investigates the idea of fold/unfold BTI to see whether it is fea-sible in practice: x2 reviews fold/unfold transformation and partial evaluation;x3 explains the need for BTI and some standard BTI techniques; x4 looks at twoexamples of BTI expressed as a fold/unfold transformation; x5 discusses someissues arising when a mechanised fold/unfold system is used; x6 concludes.2 Fold/unfold and partial evaluation2.1 Fold/unfold transformationThe ideas of fold/unfold program transformation were �rst put forward in the70's by Burstall and Darlington[2]. Expressing programs as �rst-order recursionequations, they suggested that program development could proceed as a seriesof transformational steps. The starting point is a program written as simply aspossible, ignoring e�ciency concerns. Subsequent transformation preserves the



extensional meaning of a program, but may alter its computational workingssigni�cantly. The �nal program is typically more complex than the original,but also more e�cient. The big advantage of the transformational approachis its in-built correctness argument: the �nal program is reached by series ofmeaning-preserving steps starting from an original program su�ciently clearand simple to serve as a speci�cation.Example By way of reminder or introduction to the fold/unfold rules, here isthe derivation of a list-reversing function that works by accumulation, startingfrom an original naive de�nition using list concatenation. The naive de�nitionis: reverse [ ] = [ ]reverse (x :xs) = reverse xs++ [x]A so-called eureka step introduces a more general function:reverseInto xs ys = reverse ys++ xsThe primitive law xs++ [ ] = xs justi�es the embedding:reverse xs = reverseInto [ ] xsThe next step is to instantiate the reverseInto de�nition for ys = [ ] andys = (z :zs).reverseInto xs [ ] = reverse [ ] ++ xsreverseInto xs (z :zs) = reverse (z :zs) ++ xsNow unfold the applications of reverse, appealing to its original de�nition.reverseInto xs [ ] = [ ] ++ xsreverseInto xs (z :zs) = (reverse zs++ [z]) ++ xsAppeal to the associativity of ++ then unfold ++ in both equations.reverseInto xs [ ] = xsreverseInto xs (z :zs) = reverse zs++ (z :xs)Finally, in the second equation introduce a recursive application of reverseInto,by folding the right-hand side | it is an instance of the original speci�cationfor reverseInto.reverseInto xs [ ] = xsreverseInto xs (z :zs) = reverseInto (z :xs) zsThe value of mechanical assistance in such transformations was soon recog-nised [3]. However, no full automation of the fold/unfold scheme seemed possi-ble. The transformational development of any but the most modest programsstill required a great deal of e�ort on the part of programmers. Also, fold/unfoldtransformation is only e�ective where some larger idea determines a strategyfor its use: in particular, the success of fold/unfold often depends on the timelyintroduction of eureka de�nitions.



2.2 Partial evaluationAs Jones et.al.[5] explain, partial evaluation can be regarded as a special pur-pose implementation of fold/unfold transformation under the control of an algo-rithmic strategy. A partial evaluator takes as input a source program and somebut not all of its input data. The given data is termed static, the remainder istermed dynamic. If we identify program inputs with the arguments of a mainfunction, the starting point for transformation is a specialised instance of themain function with the given values \frozen in" in place of static arguments.The aim is to do as much computation as possible given the static values. Thisgoal drives subsequent unfolding and folding, and the generation of specialisedinstances of needed auxiliary functions in further eureka steps. The result ofpartial evaluation is a specialised residual program that requires only the dy-namic data as input. Since all the evaluation that depends only on static datahas been performed at partial evaluation time, the residual program often runsmuch faster than the orginal program of which it is a specialised version.Example A simple introductory example is a function to raise numbers tonatural powers.power 0 x = 1power (n+ 1) x = x � power n xA partial evaluator can specialise this de�nition for �xed powers. If 3 is suppliedas the static value of the �rst argument, the residual program is:power3 x = x � x � x � 1A partial evaluator cannot derive the accumulating de�nition of reverse asa residual program given naive reverse as the original program (even if accom-panied by reverseInto). Such rearrangement of a computation by judiciousappeal to an associative law is beyond the scope of partial evaluation. How-ever, partial evaluation does have a wide range of applications. Its forte isspecialisation of interpretive systems: partial evaluation can turn interpretersinto compilers (static program, dynamic input); generic parsing algorithms intoparser-generators (static grammar, dynamic text); and so on.3 Binding-time improvementThe workings of a (simple, o�-line) partial evaluator depend on a binding-timeanalysis of the program supplied to it: as a result of this analysis each argumentof each function is labelled as either static or dynamic. The result of a functionapplication is static only if all the arguments the result depends on are static.As a corollary, in a basic partial evaluator a data structure is static only if allits components are { though more sophisticated systems can exploit \partiallystatic" values.Consider as an example a simple interpreter with two arguments, s thesource program and d its data. A large part of the interpreter's work lies in the



manipulation of environments mapping names to values. If partial evaluationis applied to the interpreter, since all the names are drawn from s, the staticprogram, one might hope that a good deal of this work could be done bythe partial evaluator. But if the environment is represented as a single datastructure (eg. an association list) its components also include values derivedfrom d, the dynamic data. So the environment as a whole is treated as dynamic,and no work on it is attempted by the partial evaluator. Hence the �rst heuristicfor BTI:1. Separate static and dynamic structures.A remedy for the interpreter's environment is to unzip it into a static list ofnames and a dynamic list of values. But this poses another problem: whatabout functions whose result is an environment? To avoid this problem, thereis a second heuristic.2. Recast functions in continuation-passing style.In a continuation-passing interpreter environments are never returned as re-sults, only supplied as arguments to continuations.Figure 1 illustrates the result of applying these two BTI heuristics for theinterpreter example. It shows a typical environment-manipulating functionbefore and after BTI. The original bind1 binds a name to a value in a givenenvironment yielding a new environment; its replacement for purposes of partialevaluation, bind2, does the same job but with a separated environment and incontinuation-passing style.bind1 [ ] n0 v0 = [(n0; v0)]bind1 ((n; v) :env) n0 v0 = if n==n0 then (n; v0) :envelse (n; v) :bind1 env n0 v0bind2 [ ] [ ] n0 v0 k = k [n0] [v0]bind2 (n :ns) (v :vs) n0 v0 k =if n==n0 then k (n :ns) (v0 :vs)else bind2 ns vs n0 v0 (�ns0: � vs0: k (n :ns0) (v :vs0))Figure 1: Separating static names from dynamic values.But what if the interpreter is for a reective language, in which names are�rst class citizens? A computed name is surely dynamic; does this spoil thingsonce again? Since even computed names are only dynamic within the boundsof static variation a further heuristic | known as The Trick | provides aremedy.3. The Trick: for a dynamic variable substitute an equal static one.So instead of applications such as f (lookup ns dn), where ns is a static namelist but dn is a dynamic name, the application of f is moved inside the lookupfunction where The Trick can be used to provide a static argument.



4 Examples4.1 String matcherString matching is a standard example in partial evaluation. An initial pro-gram is shown in Figure 2. One string p matches another s simply if p occurssomewhere in s, a test performed by checking whether p is a pre�x of s or ofsome recursive tail of s. It is easy to see that this program is rather ine�cient,O(#p�#s), as no information obtained when testing pre�xes of s is retained tosave work in recursive searches in tails of s. The aim is to generate an e�cientspecialised matcher for some �xed p, but a residual matchp generated from theprogram in Figure 2 only inherits its ine�ciency.Intuitively, it should be possible to use The Trick to obtain an e�cient,O(#s), residual program because the pre�x test only re-traverses sections ofthe dynamic string previously found equal to some portion of the static one. Forthis observation to be exploited, however, the matching program must undergosubstantial modi�cations. Figure 3 shows the matching program after appro-priate binding-time improvements have been made: compared with Figure 2the program is certainly more complex, and it is harder to see how it works.Assuming static p and dynamic s arguments to match, only the third argu-ments of matchtail and prefix are dynamic; so ine�cient-looking expressionssuch as (km++ [pc]) do not occur in residual programs.match p s = prefix p s k matchtail p smatchtail p [ ] = Falsematchtail p (sc :s) = match p sprefix [ ] s = Trueprefix (pc :p) [ ] = Falseprefix (pc :p) (sc :s) = if pc==sc then prefix p s else FalseFigure 2: String-matching program before BTI.Main lines of a fold/unfold derivationThis version of the string-matching example is taken from lecture notes writtenby John Hughes. To explain the BTI process, John gives intermediate programversions, with informal arguments for the validity of successive changes. Totest the idea of BTI by fold/unfold transformation, three questions seem ap-propriate:1. Can fold/unfold transformation be used to formalise the derivation of theprogram in Figure 3 from the program in Figure 2? Answer: Yes.



match p s = prefix p [ ] s p [ ]matchtail p [ ] [ ] = Falsematchtail p [ ] (dc :ds) = prefix p [ ] ds p [ ]matchtail p (sc :ss) ds = prefix p ss ds p [ ]prefix [ ] ss ds kp km = Trueprefix (pc :ps) [ ] [ ] kp km = matchtail kp km [ ]prefix (pc :ps) [ ] (dc :ds) kp km =if pc==dc then prefix ps [ ] ds kp (km++ [pc])else matchtail kp km (dc :ds)prefix (pc :ps) (sc :ss) ds kp km =if pc==sc then prefix ps ss ds kp (km++ [pc])else matchtail kp (km++ sc :ss) dsFigure 3: String-matching program after BTI.prefix1 p s k = k (prefix p s)prefix2 p s kp ks = prefix1 p s (k matchtail kp ks)prefix3 p s kp km = prefix2 p s kp (km++ s)prefix4 p ss ds kp km = prefix3 p (ss++ ds) kp kmFigure 4: Eureka steps in the transformation from Figure 2 to Figure 3.2. Can the derivation follow the overall sequence of steps that was foundnatural in the informal explanation? Answer: Yes.3. Can the derivation be carried out conveniently using a mechanised sys-tem? Answer: Maybe. See discussion in x5.A fold/unfold derivation can be based on four successive versions of theprefix function. Each version is speci�ed in terms of its predecessor by a singleeureka equation, as shown in Figure 4. With reference to the binding-timeimprovement heuristics noted in x3: prefix1 introduces continuation-passing;prefix2 generalises, paving the way for arguments in the recursive call otherthan the whole pattern and the entire tail of the text being searched; prefix3alters the way information is split across two arguments, preparing for use ofThe Trick; prefix4 splits the original dynamic string argument into static anddynamic parts, using The Trick to transfer originally dynamic text to the staticpart.As each new version is formulated, the de�nition of match is changed touse it. The series of foldings is:match p s = prefix1 p s (k matchtail p s)



= prefix2 p s p s= prefix3 p s p [ ]= prefix4 p [ ] s p [ ]Transforming successive prefixn de�nitions to directly recursive form followsthe standard strategy [2]: case instantiation, then unfolding and re-arrangementto achieve folding. The necessary pattern of case instantiation is simply deter-mined by that of the previous version of prefix.Use of laws: a few detailsThe only laws considered in [2] were about primitives (with no equational de�-nitions to fold or unfold). But all kinds of equivalence laws about programmer-de�ned functions could also be used to justify transformation steps. So whatkinds of laws are needed for the string-matcher BTI?Rearrangements with the aim of bringing together the body of a recursivecall, often involve simple promotion laws [1]. For example, the rule for promot-ing a strict function application through a conditionalf ? = ? ` f (if c then x else y) = if c then f x else f yis used repeatedly to achieve directly recursive de�nitions of the prefixi func-tions. The Trick is also cast as a law about conditionals:(if x==y then f x else z) = (if x==y then f y else z)This law is used, for example, to replace the boxed sc by pc in the recursiveprefix3 equation:prefix3 (pc :ps) (sc :ss) kp km =if pc==sc then prefix3 ps ss kp (km++ [ sc ])else matchtail kp (km++ sc++ ss)A few laws are needed that express simple algebraic properties such asassociativity or identity. For example, when the s argument is �nally splitinto ss and ds in prefix4, it is necessary to make a corresponding change inmatchtail using the eureka equation:matchtail4 p ss ds = matchtail p (ss++ ds)The choice of arguments when the time comes to fold using this equation iscritical. Consider the boxed expression in the following prefix4 equation:prefix4 (pc :ps) (ssc :sss) ds kp km =if pc==ssc then prefix4 ps sss ds kp (km++ [pc])else matchtail kp (km++ ssc : (sss++ ds))Incautiously folding this into the applicationmatchtail4 kp km (ssc : (sss++ ds))



would ignore the static nature of ssc and sss, including them as part of thedynamic argument to matchtail4. Instead we must appeal to the de�nition andassociativity of ++ to make the folded application:matchtail4 kp (km++ ssc :sss) dsIn summary, a few algebraic laws are needed on a few occasions. But theseare simple properties not subtle theorems, and much of the fold/unfold BTI forthe string-matcher is by routine appeal to de�ning equations.4.2 Small interpreterAnother example is a small pattern-matching interpreter for recursion equa-tions. For this exercise fold/unfold transformation was used ab initio to makebinding-time improvements, rather than following a BTI path already estab-lished informally. Though small as interpreters go, the interpreter is still muchlarger than the string-matcher and there is only space here for a brief summarywith one or two illustrative extracts.The original interpreter manipulates environments represented as associ-ation lists. Pattern-matching adds the twist that some functions applied toenvironments may either succeed (with a resulting value, such as a new envi-ronment) or fail. In the original interpreter this is accomplished using Maybetypes for the result (data Maybe a = Y es a j No). As an example, Figure 5shows the de�nition of a function that matches a pattern against a value v inan environment env.match (V ar s) v env =if bound env sthen if lookup s env==v then Y es env else Noelse Y es ((s; v) : env)match (Cons f ps) (Cons g vs) env =if f==g then matchlist ps vs env else NoFigure 5: Pattern-matching in the original interpreter.The transformation proceeded in four stages:1. introduce continuation passing style;2. codify continuations as �rst order data structures;3. split continuation structures into static and dynamic parts;4. split the environments.Stages 1 and 4 use the heuristics outlined in x3. Stages 2 and 3 were necessaryto make the interpreter suitable for a �rst-order partial evaluator, but no morewill be said about them here.



In many transformations there is a choice of working either with functionarguments explicitly represented in applications, or in a higher-order style usingfunction-level operators. One style may allow a far more convenient derivationthan the other. In Stage 1, it proved convenient to do some of the transforma-tion working with higher-order expressions. For example, with foldm de�nedby the equationsfoldm f z (Y es x) = f xfoldm f z No = zafter the eureka equationmatch2 f z p v = foldm f z � match p vsubsequent promotions to achieve recursive calls are by appeal to the distribu-tive law:foldm f z � foldm g y = foldm (foldm f z � g) (foldm f z y)Stage 4 brought to light a pitfall with the formulation of eureka equationsfor argument splitting. These equations include an application of the functionthat combines the split arguments into an argument of the original kind. Inthe string-matcher, splitting amounts to chopping a string in two, and so ++ isthe obvious combining function. When splitting an environment by unzippingit, a eureka equation such asbound2 ns vs = bound (zip ns vs)may seem equally obvious. But a zip function de�ned byzip (x :xs) (y :ys) = (x; y) :zip xs yszip = [ ]will not do. The combining function must be non-strict in the dynamic argu-ment. The standard ++ is non-strict in its 2nd argument, but zip as de�nedabove is not. All is well if zip is de�ned instead by:zip (x :xs) ys = (x; head ys) :zip xs (tail ys)zip = [ ]The explicit formulation of a combining function necessary for fold/unfoldargument splitting does have advantages. The de�nition precisely documentsthe splitting step, and ensures a consistent interpretation of the split argumentsthroughout the program.5 MechanisationVarious mechanical checkers and assistants have been built for fold/unfoldtransformation. Darlington built the �rst such system[3]: it used simple heuris-tics to control a search for directly recursive re-formulations of eureka de�nitions



supplied by a user | who also approved or suppressed possible lines of devel-opment as they were encountered in the search. Feather's ZAP [4] interpretedfuller speci�cations of transformational plans | series of goals (function de�-nitions conforming to given patterns) and alternative tactical combinations bywhich they might be reached. But few systems have been used routinely asinteractive tools alongside an interpreter for developing initial programs, andmost do not support characteristics of recently designed functional languages.The transformations of the previous section were conducted using Star-ship [6], an interactive fold/unfold checker for higher-order recursion equationprograms with non-strict semantics and polymorphic typing. In addition toa repertoire of basic fold/unfold commands used interactively, Starship has asimple inductive proof system for validating laws about de�ned functions andsupport for recording, editing and replaying transformations.The �nal transcripts for the transformation of the string-matcher and the in-terpreter run to a little over 50 and 100 commands respectively. Though thereis certainly scope for improved abstraction to avoid repeating similar steps,such �gures seem acceptable. However, these �nal scripts do not include vari-ous failed avenues, often following the introduction of an unsatisfactory eurekaequation. For example, because Starship does not permit a transformation toresult in a loss of generality, the eureka equations for both prefix1 and prefix2(in Figure 4) cause problems. The equation for prefix1 must specify from theoutset that application of the continuation is strict:prefix1 p s k = strict k (prefix p s)This is because strictness is needed later as a side-condition both for promo-tion through a conditional and for pattern instantiation. The di�culty with theeureka equation for prefix2 has to do with inferred polymorphic types. Thegeneralisation of Figure 4 introduces auxiliary arguments for matchtail uncon-nected in any way with the existing prefix arguments, and this is reected inthe inferred type:prefix2 :: [a]! [a]! [b]! [b]! BoolBut as a result of subsequent transformation steps the types are constrained tobe the sameprefix2 :: [a]! [a]! [a]! [a]! Booland such type-re�nement is prohibited in Starship.To be obstructed by a system's sensitivity to such issues can be a nuisance.On the other hand, it can prevent errors. Starship does successfully shield theprogrammer from many such technicalities | for example, without exception,the many strictness side-conditions that were satis�ed in these transformationswere validated automatically.One signi�cant disadvantage of current tools for partial evaluation andtransformation is the lack of a common language. In this paper, the examplesare presented in a Haskell-like notation, but they were previously processed by



a partial evaluator for a subset of LML and a transformation system for theGlide language! Though Haskell has been designed as a common purely func-tional language, standardising on Haskell is not without its di�culties. To givejust one small example, the law of x4.1 for The Trick does not hold in someHaskell programs: since any function of type t ! t ! Bool can be speci�edas the equality test for t there is no guarantee that one can substitute x for yeven in a context where x==y evaluates to True.6 Conclusions and Future WorkIt seems that typical binding-time improvements can indeed be formulated asfold/unfold transformations, providing a useful discipline at some points andthe possibility of mechanical checking. Such checking is within the scope of afold/unfold system like Starship that supports proofs of simple laws. Using amechanical system also has labour-saving advantages for many of the operationsinvolved. Without clear guiding objectives to determine an overall strategy onlyminor gains can be expected from localised fold/unfold transformations. Butfold/unfold transformation for BTI has a clear objective, to make speci�c partsof a computation static, and the gains from BTI, though negligible (or evennegative) for the \improved" program itself, may be far reaching for residualprograms. The partial evaluator acts as a powerful ampli�er, delivering largeperformance gains for small program changes.On the other hand, the working framework not just provided but enforcedby a mechanical fold/unfold system can be arti�cially constraining. A greaterdegree of exibility in automated support is needed | without any loss ofsecurity. Fold/unfold systems would o�er better support for BTI if they incor-porated appropriate binding-time analysis. At present the choice of program-ming language is also a problem: most if not all pairs of partial evaluators andtransformation checkers work on di�erent languages.State-of-the art partial evaluators are much more sophisticated in their ma-nipulation of binding-times than x2 and x3 might suggest. The two applica-tions of x4 are based on standard exercises that have been used to drive thedevelopment of improved techniques, and soon there may be systems that canautomatically derive e�cient residual programs from the original unmodi�edspeci�cations for these examples. However, it is widely accepted that the artof e�ective BTI de�es full automation. For some time yet, at least, there willbe a need for tools to support interactive BTI.Finally, in a much wider context, Schumacher[7] has drawn attention tothe way that useful intermediate technologies are often lost, leaving a choiceonly between the most primitive tools (cf. text-editor) and the most advancedones (cf. fully automatic partial evaluator). This undesirable phenomenonSchumacher calls \the disappearing middle". Beside interactive fold/unfoldsystems, what else is there in the disappearing middle of programming tech-nology?
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